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1.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the so-called 3D scanning pipeline (i.e., how raw sampled 3D data have to be processed to obtain a complete 3D model of a real-world object). This kind of raw data may be the result of the
sampling of a real-world object by a 3D scanning device [1] or by one of the recent image-based approaches
(which returns raw 3D data by processing set of images) [2] . Thanks to the improvement of the 3D scanning
devices (and the development of software tools), it is now quite easy to obtain high quality, high resolution
three-dimensional sampling in relatively short times. Conversely, processing this fragmented/raw data to
generate a complete and usable 3D model is still a complex task, requiring the use of several algorithms
and tools; the knowledge of the processing tasks and solutions required is still the realm of well-informed
practitioners and it often appears as a set of obscure black boxes to most of the users. Therefore, we focus
the chapter on: (a) the geometric processing tasks that have to be applied to raw 3D scanned data to transform them into a clean and complete 3D model and, (b), how 3D scanning technology should be used for
the acquisition of real artifacts. The sources of sample 3D data (i.e., the different hardware systems used in
3D scanning), are briefly presented in the following subsection. Please note that the domains of 3D scanning, geometric processing, visualization and applications to CH are too wide to provide a complete and
exhaustive bibliography in a single chapter; we decided to describe and cite here just a few, representative
references to the literature. Our goal is to describe the software processing, the pitfalls of current solutions
(trying to cope both with existing commercial systems and academic tools/results) and to highlight some
topics of interest for future research, according to our experience and sensibility. The presentation follows
in part the structure of a recently published paper on the same subject [3].
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Figure 1.1: Schema of the geometric triangulation principle adopted by active optical scanners (Image
courtesy of Giovanna Sansoni et al. [5]).

1.1.1

Sources of sampled 3D data

Automatic 3D reconstruction technologies have evolved significantly in the last decade; an overview of
3D scanning technologies is presented in [4, 1, 5]. The technological progress in its early stages has been
driven mostly by industrial applications (quality control, industrial metrology). Cultural Heritage (CH) is a
more recent applications field, but its specific requirements (accuracy, portability and also the pressing need
to sample and integrate the color information) were often an important testbed for the assessment of new,
general purpose technologies.
Among various 3D scanning systems, the more frequently used for 3D digitization are the so called
active optical devices. These systems shoot some sort of controlled, structured illumination over the surface
of the artifact and reconstruct its geometry by checking how the light is reflected by the surface. Examples of
this approach are the many systems based on the geometric triangulation principle (see Figure 1.1). These
system project light patterns on the surface, measure the position of the reflected light by a CCD device
located in a known calibrated position with respect to the light emitter. Light is either coherent, usually a
laser stripe swept over the object surface, or incoherent, such as the more complex fringe patterns produced
with video- or slide-projectors. Due to the required fixed distance between the light emitter and the CCD
sensor (to be accurate, the apex angle of the triangle that interconnects the light emitter, the CCD sensor
and the sampled surface point should be not too small, i.e. 10-30 degrees), those systems usually support
working volumes that range from a few centimeters to around one meter.
The acquisition in a single shot of a much larger extent is supported by devices that employ the so-called
time-of-flight (TOF) approach (see Figure 1.2). TOF systems send a pulsed light signal towards the surface
and measure the time elapsed until the reflection of the same signal is sensed by an imaging device (e.g.,
a photo-diod). We can compute, given the light speed, the distance to the sampled surface; since we know
the direction of the emitted light and the distance over this line, the XYZ locations of the sampled point can
be easily derived. An advantage of this technology is the very wide working volume (we can scan an entire
building facade or a city square with a single shot); when compared with the capabilities of triangulationbased systems, disadvantages of TOF devices are the lower accuracy and lower sampling density (i.e. the
inter-sampling distance over the measured surface is usually in the range of the centimeter). The capabilities
of TOF devices have been improved recently with the introduction of variations of the basic technology,
based on modulation of the sensing probe, that allowed to increase significantly the sampling speed and
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Figure 1.2: Basic principle of a time-of-flight scanning system (Image courtesy of R. Lange et al. [6]).
maintain very good accuracies (in the order of a few millimeters).
Very promising but still not very common are the passive optical devices, were usually a large number
of images of the artifact are taken and a complete model is reconstructed from these images [2, 7, 8].
These approaches, mostly based on consumer digital photography and sophisticated software processing,
are presented in Chapter 18. (Note for Editors: the book chapter by van Gool has to be referred

here. Please check the numeric references.)
The quality of the contemporary commercial scanning systems is quite good if we take into account
accuracy and speed of the devices; unfortunately, cost is still high, especially for CH applications, which
are usually characterized by very low budgets. The introduction of inexpensive low-end laser-based systems
(e.g., the Next Engine device [9]), together with the impressive improvement of image-based 3D reconstruction technologies (e.g., the Arc3D web-based reconstruction tool [10, 11]) are very beneficial for the
field. The availability of low cost options is strategical to increase the diffusion of 3D scanning technology
and to rise awareness and competence in the application domain. Moreover, a wider user community could
ultimately drive to significant price reduction of the high-end scanning systems as well.
Finally, most of the existing systems consider just the acquisition of the external shape (geometric information), while a very important aspect in many applications is color sampling. This limitation is caused
mainly by the fact that most 3D sensors come from the industrial world and therefore are designed to focus more on geometry acquisition than color. Color is the weakest feature of contemporary technology,
since the color-enabled scanners produce usually just a low quality sampling of the surface color (with a
notable exception of the technology based on multiple laser wavelengths [12], unfortunately characterized
by a very high price that made their market share nearly negligible). Moreover, existing devices sample
only the apparent color of the surface and not its reflectance properties, that constitute the characterizing
aspect of the surface appearance. There is wide potential for improving current technology to cope with
more sophisticated surface reflection sampling.

1.2

Basic Geometric Processing of Scanned Data

Unfortunately, almost every 3D scanning system does not produce a final, complete 3D model but a large
collection of raw data which have to be post-processed. This is especially the case of all active optical
devices, since only the portion of the surface directly visible from the device is captured in a single shot.
The main problem of a 3D acquisition is indeed this fragmentation of the starting data: scanners do not
produce a complete model by simply pushing a button (unless the application field is very restricted, such
as some devices designed specifically for scanning small objects e.g., teeth). On the other hand, the good
news is that most of the scanning technologies produce raw data which are very similar: the so-called range
maps (see Figure 1.3). This homogeneity in the input data makes the 3D scan processing quite independent
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Figure 1.3: An example of a range map (from the 3D scanning of the Minerva of Arezzo, National Archeological Museum in Florence, Italy).
from the specific sampling device adopted. Of course, depending on: the technology and specifications of
the employed sensor; the scale, material and nature of the target object; and the kind of 3D model needed,
the various processing phases might slightly vary, but the main phases and the workflow will generally still
fall in the scheme we present here.
The result of a single scan, a range map, is the counterpart of a digital image: while a digital image
encodes in each pixel the specific local color of the sampled surface, the range map contains for each
sample the geometrical data (a point in XYZ space) which characterize the location in the 3D space of the
corresponding small parcel of sampled surface. The range map therefore encodes the geometry of just the
surface portion which can be seen and sampled from a selected view point (according to the specific features
of the scanning device).
The complete scan of an artifact requires usually the acquisition of many shots taken from different
viewpoints, to gather complete information on its shape. Each shot produces a range map. The number of
range maps required to sample the entire surface depends on: the working volume of the specific scanner;
the surface extent of the object; and its shape complexity. Usually, we sample from a few tens up to a few
hundred range maps for each artifact. Range maps have to be processed to convert the data encoded into a
single, complete, non-redundant and optimal 3D representation (usually, a triangulated surface or, in some
cases, an optimized point cloud). Examples of digital models produced with 3D scanning technology are
presented in Figure 1.4 .

1.2.1

The 3D scanning pipeline

As previously stated, the homogeneous nature of the raw data makes the processing quite independent from
the scanning device used and the processing software adopted. The processing of the raw data coming from
the 3D scanning device is divided in subsequential steps, each one working on the data produced in the
previous one; hence the name 3D scanning pipeline. These steps are normally well recognizable in the
various software tools, even if they are implemented with very different algorithms. Before or after each
step, there may be a cleaning stage, aimed at the elimination of small defects of the intermediate data that
would make the processing more difficult or longer. The overall structure of the 3D scanning pipeline is
presented in an excellent overview paper [13], which describes the various algorithms involved in each step.
Some new algorithms have been proposed since the date of publication of that review paper, but the overall
organization of the pipeline is not changed.
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Figure 1.4: Two examples of results obtained with: a time-of-flight (TOF) scanner, depicting the Dome
square at S. Gimignano (Italy); laser-line triangulation scanner, depicting a capitol from the cloister of the
Dome at Cefalú (Italy) .
The processing phases that compose the 3D scanning pipeline are:
• Alignment of the range maps. By definition the range map geometry is relative to the current sensor
location (position in space, direction of view); each range maps is then in a different reference frame.
The aim of this phase is to place the range maps into a common coordinate space where all the range
maps lie in the correct position with respect to each another. Most alignment methods do require user
input and rely on the overlapping regions between adjacent range maps.
• Merge of the aligned range maps to produce a single digital 3D surface (this phase is also called
reconstruction). After the alignment, all the range maps are in the correct position, but the object is
still composed by multiple overlapping surfaces with lot of redundant data. A single, non redundant
representation (usually, a triangulated mesh) has to be reconstructed out of the many, partially overlapping range maps. This processing phase, generally completely automatic, exploits the redundancy
of the range maps data in order to produce (often) a more correct surface where the sampling noise is
less evident than in the input range maps.
• Mesh editing. The goal of this step is to improve (wheather possible) the quality of the reconstructed
mesh. For example, usual actions are to remove or reduce impact of noisy data or to fix the unsampled
regions (hole filling).
• Mesh simplification and multiresolution encoding. 3D scanning devices produce huge amount of
data; it is quite easy to produce 3D models so complex that it is impossible to fit them in RAM or
to display them in realtime. This complexity has usually to be reduced in a controlled manner, by
producing discrete Level Of Details (LOD) or Multiresolution representations.
• Color mapping. The information content is enriched by adding color information (an important component of the visual appearance) to the geometry representation.
All these phases are supported either by commercial [14, 15, 16] or academic tools [17, 18, 19]. Unfortunately, given the somehow limited diffusion of 3D scanning devices (mainly due to their cost) and the still
restricted user base of this kind of technology in non-industrial environments, it is not so easy to find free
software tools to process raw 3D data. The availability of free tools would be extremely beneficial to the
field, given the considerable cost of the major commercial tools, to increase awareness and dissemination
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Figure 1.5: An example of a pair-wise alignment step: the selection of a few corresponding point pairs on
the two range maps allows to find an initial alignment, which is then refined by the ICP algorithm.
to a wider users community. These instruments could be very valuable for the CH institution that want to
experiment the use of this technology on a low budget. Most of the non-commercial development of processing tools has been carried out in the academic domain; some of those efforts are sponsored by European
projects [20, 21]. The very recent availability of low cost scanning devices or of image-based 3D acquisition approaches, paired with availability of free processing tools, could boost the adoption of 3D scanning
technologies in many different application domains.
The different phases of the scanning pipeline are presented in a more detailed manner in the following
subsections.

Alignment
The alignment task converts all the acquired range maps in a common reference system. This process is
usually partially manual and partially automatic. The user has to find an initial, raw registration between
any pair of overlapping range maps; the alignment tool then uses this approximate placement to compute a
very accurate registration of the two meshes (local registration). The precise pair-wise alignment is usually
performed by adopting the Iterated Closest Point (IPC) algorithm [22, 23], or variations of the same. This
pairwise registration process (repeated on all pairs of adjacent and overlapping range maps) is then used to
automatically build a global registration of all the meshes, and this last alignment is enforced among all the
maps in order to move everything in a unique reference system [24]. Range map alignment has been the
focus of a stream of recent papers; we cite here only one single result [25], the interested reader can find
references to other recent approaches in the previous work section of that paper.
Quality of the alignment is crucial for the overall quality of the merged model, since errors introduced
in alignment may be the cause of wrong interpolation while we merge the range maps. Since small errors
could add one to the other, the resulting global error can be macroscopic. An example of 3D acquisition
where this potential effect has been monitored and accurately measured is the acquisition of Donatello’s
Maddalena [26]. A methodology for quality control is proposed in that paper, where potential incorrect
alignement produced by ICP registration are monitored and corrected by means of data coming from closerange digital photogrammetry.
The alignment phase is usually the most time-consuming phase of the entire 3D scanning pipeline, due
to the substantial user contribution required by current commercial systems and the large number of scans
sampled in real scanning campaigns. The initial placement is heavily user-assisted in most of the commercial
and academic systems (requiring the interactive selection and manipulation of the range maps). Moreover,
this kernel action has to be repeated for all the possible overlapping range map pairs (i.e. in average 6-
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8 times the number of range maps). Please consider that the scanning of a 2 meters tall statue generally
requires from 100 up to 500 range maps, depending on shape complexity and sampling rate required. If
the set of range maps is thus composed by hundreds of elements, then the user has a very complex task to
perform: for each range map, find which are the partially-overlapping ones; given this set of overlapping
range maps, determine which one to consider in pair-wise alignment (either all of them or a subset); finally,
process all those pair-wise initial alignments. If not assisted, this becomes the major bottleneck of the entire
process: a slow, boring activity that is also really crucial for the accuracy of the overall results (since an
inaccurate alignment may lead to very poor results after the range maps merging).
An improved management of large set of range maps (from 100 up to 1000) can be obtained by both
providing a hierarchical organization of the data (range maps divided into groups, with atomic alignment
operations applied to an entire group rather than to the single scan) and by using a multiresolution representation of the raw data to increase efficiency of the interactive rendering/manipulation process over the
range maps. Moreover, since the standard approach (user-assisted selection of each overlapping pair and
creation of the correspondent alignment arc) becomes very impractical on large set of range maps, tools for
the automatic setup of most of the required alignment actions have to be provided (see Subsection 1.2.2).

Merging
Reconstruction/merging from point samples or range maps has been one of the more active field on scanningrelated research in the last few years. A very important feature of a reconstruction code is to perform a
weighted integration of the range maps (or pointset) and not just joining them. Since we usually have a
high degree of overlap and that sampled data are noisy, a weighted integration can significantly improve the
accuracy of the final result by reducing the impact of most of the noisy samples. Another important feature
of a reconstruction code is the capability to fill up small holes (i.e. region not sampled by the scanner, see
Subsection 1.2.3). Finally, since reconstruction algorithms requires a very large memory footprint on big
dataset, they have to be designed to work locally on sub-sections of the data, loading only the data subset
involved in the generation of a single portion of the final results (out-of-core reconstruction).

Fit results to application requirements
Simplification/multiresolution is another key ingredient in scanned data processing. When we chose a
reconstruction kernel region approximately equal to the inter-sampling distance used in scanning, the reconstructed models may become huge in size (i.e. many millions triangles). Most applications require
significant complexity reduction in order to manage these models interactively. Two problems arise when
we try to simplify such models: we need solutions working on external memory to cope with these big models [27]; simplification has to be accurate [28, 29] if we want to produce high-quality models and accurate
interactive visualization (possibly, based on multiresolution data representation schemes). These issues are
presented in Section 1.5.

Color Mapping
Color is usually the final stage of the pipeline. Here we have to support the reconstruction of textured meshes
from a sampling of the object’s surface reflection properties. The easiest and most common approach is
the acquisition and mapping of the apparent color (reflected color, illumination-dependent) using a digital
photo camera. But we can also immerse the artifact into a controlled lighting setup up, to produce a more
sophisticated acquisition of the reflection properties of the object’s surface (see for example the methodology
for the acquisition of bi-directional reflectance distribution function - BRDF proposed in [30]). This latter
approach is unfortunately often impractical for those applications, such as acquisition of CH artifacts, which
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Figure 1.6: Range maps are often taken according to a regular order: an example of circular radial acquisition peformed around a statue’s head (left); an example of a raster-scan scanning order adopted for the
acquisition of a bas-relief (right).

Figure 1.7: An example of four matching point pairs selected on two range maps by an automatic matching
algorithm.
require to perform the acquisition in real-life conditions (i.e. when we cannot move the object to be scanned
in an acquisition lab). The issues involved in color acquisition and management are discussed in detail in
Section 1.3.

1.2.2

Implementing range maps alignment as an automatic process

We have already introduced that range maps alignment is usually the most time consuming phase in the
3D scanning pipeline. But the goal is obviously to make scanning as much as possible an automatic process. Therefore, completely automatic scanning systems have been proposed. Some of those systems are
based on the use of complex and costly positioning/tracking machinery (e.g., see [31] or the several commercial scanners based on optical or magnetic tracking of the scanning head location); others adopt passive
silhouette-based approaches which do not extend well to the acquisition of medium or large scale artifact.
An alternative approach is to design new algorithms for processing the data produced by standard scanning
systems, able to transform the classical scanning pipeline into a mostly unattended process. In particular,
the range maps alignment phase is the only task where a considerable human intervention is required. Several papers proposed methods for automatic alignment, usually based on some form of shape analysis and
characterization [32].
The general alignment problem can be made more easy to manage by considering some assumptions
which usually hold in practical use. While designing a new automatic registration solution [33], we started
from a few initial conditions directly gathered by our experience in 3D scanning. First, the detection of
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the pairs of overlapping range maps can be reduced to a simpler task, once we notice that 3D acquisition
is usually done by following simple scanning pose paths. Users usually acquire range maps in sequences,
following either a vertical, horizontal, raster-scan or circular translation of the scanning system (see Figure 1.6). The different types of sequences share a common property: they contain an ordered set of n range
maps, such that range map Ri holds a significant overlapping with at least Ri−1 and Ri+1 . Vertical, horizontal or raster-scan stripes are often produced when acquiring objects like bas-reliefs, walls or nearly-planar
items. Circular stripes are indeed more useful when acquiring objects like statues, columns or objects with
an axial symmetry.
If we can assume that the acquisition has been performed using one of these stripe-based patterns, then
we may reduce the search for overlapping and coarse registration to each pair of consecutive range maps
(Ri , Ri+1 ). An automatic registration module can processes each couple (Ri , Ri+1 ), to produce in output
the roto-translation matrix Mi that aligns Ri+1 to Ri . Matrix Mi can be computed by applying some basic
geometric processing to the two range maps: feature points can be detected by evaluating a shape descriptor
on the two meshes (or point set); potential corresponding feature points pairs can be detected by adopting
RANSAC-like approaches: from these possible point pairs, we can select the one which produces, after
ICP alignment, the matrix Mi which performs the best alignment (see [33] as an example of this type of
solutions). Many other approaches for the design of shape feature characterization and matching are also
possible [34, 35]. As an alternative to geometry-based solutions, it is also possible to work with an imagebased approach [36]: correspondent point pairs can be also retrieved by looking to image features in the
RGB channel associated to the XYZ samples (under the assumption that the scanner produces self-registered
shape and color samples).
The subset of registration arcs is not complete nor sufficient by itself when we restrict the search to
consecutive pairs in linear sequences, since we usually have many other potential overlaps between range
maps. On the other hand, information on those consecutive pairs is sufficient for the application of an
intelligent ICP-based solution that allows to complete the graph. Designing a smart alignment tool able to
complete the needed arcs (interconnecting Ri with all the overlapping range maps, not just Ri−1 and Ri+1 )
is easy. We can represent the space of the set of range maps with a spatial indexing data structure, a regular
grid which encodes for each 3D cell the set of range maps passing through that sub-volume. This data
structure allows an easy automatic detection of the potential overlaps between generic pairs of range maps.
We can then iterate automatic ICP-based alignment on all those overlapping range map pairs which have
not been already processed according to the linear ordering. The alignment tool can therefore introduce all
needed arcs (in a completely unattended manner), by selecting and processing only those arcs which satisfy
a minimum-overlap factor.
The automatic registration approach sketched above [33] has been tested on many complex scanning
campaigns (where each range map is usually affected by noise, artifacts and holes). An example concerning
a bas-relief is shown in Figure 1.8, whose approximate length is 2.5 meters. In this case two raster-scan
(snake-like) stripes were acquired and processed, for a total of 117 meshes (about 45.5M vertices). The
overall automatic alignment requires usually much less than the raw scanning time and it is therefore sufficiently fast to run in background during the acquisition, processing all the scans in sequence as soon as they
are produced.
Solutions similar to the ones presented in this subsection are unfortunately still not provided by commercial software; inclusion of automatic alignment would speedup significantly the processing of scanned
data, reducing the manpower required and the overall costs.

1.2.3

Enhancing incomplete surface sampling

According to 3D scanning experience, obtaining a complete sampling of a complex artifact surface is often
impossible [31]. Various are the reasons why we usually end up with an incomplete scan: presence of selfobstructing surfaces; presence of small cavities or folds; sections of the surface which are not cooperative
with respect to the optical scanning technology adopted (highly reflective materials like polished metals,
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Figure 1.8: The coarse alignment obtained over a set of range maps representing a bas-relief (top) and
the final model (bottom) obtained after automatic completion of all overlapping-pairs; alignment has been
performed in non-attended mode using the solution presented in [33].
transparent components such as glass or gems, surfaces which do not reflect the emitted light probe, etc). In
all those cases, we have to decide if the model has to be completed or if we have to keep it incomplete. In the
CH domain we are usually asked to produce models which should contain only sampled geometry, i.e. the
use of software solutions which fill up the gaps is not allowed. On the other hand, incomplete digital models
perform very poor in visualization, since the holes usually attract the observer’s attention much more that the
other clean parts. Clean sampled surfaces are therefore needed for visualization, obtained by closing all the
gaps with plausible surface patches. A very nice extension to available data formats would be an attribute
that could allow us to differentiate between sampled and interpolated geometry (a sort of confidence value
assigned to each geometric element), making it possible to make visually evident those two different data
components. This would be an interesting addition to provenance data encoding.
Gaps filling can be obtained by two orthogonal approaches: volumetric and surface oriented. In the first
case the holes can be filled:
• At reconstruction time, for example by enhancing volumetric reconstruction approaches based on a
discrete distance field with a diffusion process which extends the distance field in regions not covered
by scanned samples [37] or by adopting methods based on the Poisson reconstruction formulation
[38];
• After the reconstruction, by putting the model in a volumetric grid and devising solutions able to
produce a water-tight surface [39, 40].
Unfortunately, these approaches make it very hard to differentiate sampled and interpolated geometry. Moreover, methods based on volumetric diffusion are very complicated to use because steering the diffusion process to obtain a plausible completion surface is not easy; a time-consuming trial and error process is usually
needed to find the parameters best fitting a given dataset. Poisson-based reconstruction is more frequently
used, due to ease of use and free availability (both as source code distributed by authors and as a feature
available in open source tools, e.g., MeshLab [41]).
On the other hand, geometric processing solutions can be devised to detect and fill unsampled regions.
Accordingly, surface-oriented approaches try to detect and close holes preserving triangle shape and curvature [42, 43]. The problem is not simple because we need geometrically robust solutions, able to close
any gap with a surface patch which should share curvature continuity with respect to the surface regions
adjacent to the open border. Some issues are the necessity to deal with self-intersections and isles, the algorithm speed and robustness, and the difficulty in creating fully automatic but reliable methods. Moreover, in
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some cases a basic concept of curvature continuity is not enough, since a missing region can contain surface
features (such as a given texture or a carved detail) that we may want to reproduce in a way conforming
with adjacent regions. So called surface inpainting methods have been proposed to support intelligent cut
& paste of surface detail from one completely sampled region to a partially sampled region [44, 45].

1.3

Color Sampling and Processing

There are many application domains which require not just shape sampling, but also accurate acquisition
and management of color data. Sophisticated approaches for sampling the surface reflection characteristics
have been proposed (e.g., generic BRFD sampling [30] or technologies for the acquisition of the reflectance
of human faces [46, 47]). In some cases, those approaches are unfortunately too complicated to be massively
applied in all those fields where we do not have the pleasure to work in controlled lab conditions, as it is
the case of CH digitizations (usually performed in crowded museums and under a not proper illumination
setup). Let we describe first the easier approach to gather color data and then how those data can be encoded
in digital models. At the end of the section, we will review the other more sophisticated approaches to gather
samples of the surface reflection properties.

1.3.1

Basic acquisition of color data

The basic approach, acquiring just the so-called apparent color and mapping those samples to the 3D model,
is still widely used in most of the practical cases. A series of pictures can be taken with a digital camera,
trying to avoid shadows and highlights by taking them under a favorable lighting setup; these photographs
are then stitched onto the surface of the object. However, even in this simpler case, the processing needed
to build a plausible texture is not straightforward [48]. Naive mapping of apparent color on the mesh can
produce severe discontinuities that are due to the varying illumination conditions of the surface sampled
by the photos (perceived color depends on specific illumination and direction of the viewer in the instant
the photo is shot). Many different approaches have been proposed to reduce the aliasing and to produce
seamless color mapping; we cite here only some representative papers: using the range intensities produced
by some active optical scanning devices to correct the color information [49]; detecting and removing cast
shadows [50], which are usually a major problem in color acquisition in outdoor scenes; devising methods
for computing the inverse illumination (i.e., recovering approximate surface reflectance from a sampling of
the real surface under known illumination conditions [51, 52]).

1.3.2

Recovering camera parameters

A basic problem in managing color information is how to register the images with the geometric data in a
time-efficient way. Once intrinsic (focal lenght and distortion of the camera lenses) and extrinsinc parameters (view specifications) have been computed for each image by registering it onto the geometric model,
many approaches exist to map the color info on the 3D model, based on mesh parameterization or colorper-vertex encoding. The bottleneck in the color pipeline is the image-to-geometry registration phase, a
complicated time-consuming phase which requires substantial intervention of a human operator since the
current approach is based on the selection of several corresponding point pairs which link each 2D image to
the 3D mesh [53].
We designed a tool to support image registration, TexAlign [54], which solves the image-to-geometry
registration problem by contructing a graph of correspondences, where: the 3D model and all the images
are represented as nodes; a link is created for any correspondence defined between two nodes (implementing
either an image-to-geometry or an image-to-image correspondence). This graph of correspondences is used:
(a) to keep track of the work done by the user; (b) to infer automatically new correspondences from the
instantiated ones; and (c) to find the shortest path, in terms of the number of correspondences that must
be provided by the user, to complete the registration of all the images. The goal is to assist the user in
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Figure 1.9: The David model is shown with color mapping; on the left is the pre-restoration status (61
images mapped), while the post-restoration status is shown on the right (another set of 68 images). The two
colored David models are rendered in real time with the Virtual Inspector system [56].
the management of large set of images. This system has been used to map several complex photographic
sampling (e.g., in the framework of the Michelangelo’s David restoration we mapped on the digital 3D
model 61 images showing the pre-restorarion status and 68 images depicting the post-restoration condition
[55], see Figure 1.9).
Analogously to the range map alignment problem, this image registration phase should be as much as
possible solved automatically. We need fully automatic and robust approaches able to solve the general
problem (i.e., a large and complex object, where each image covers only a subset of its overall extent).
Finding automatically the correspondences between a set of 2D images and a 3D mesh is not an easy task,
also because the geometry features are usually less dense than the image features we can retrieve in the
photographs. A possible research direction could be to move from the usual search for image-to-geometry
correspondences to a context were we use both image-to-geometry and image-to-image correspondences.
As shown in [36] and other recent works, finding correspondences in images is simpler than detecting
image-to-geometry correspondences. Since a large number of image-to-image correspondence pairs can be
detected in an automatic manner, we can deploy that information to speed up the overall image registration
process, or to solve those cases were a single image covers a region where the surface has not sufficient shape
features to allow an accurate selection of image-to-geometry correspondences. We have recently proposed
an approach based on Mutual Information [57], a statistical measure of non-linear correlation between two
data sources often used in medical images registration. The main idea is to use mutual information as a
similarity measure between each image to be registered and some renderings of the geometric 3D model, in
order to drive the registration in an iterative optimization framework. The problem can be divided into two
sub-problems: finding an approximate solution, the rough alignment where we find a view of the geometric
model that sufficiently matches the photographic image we want to align. For example, a rough alignment
can be found with a simple greedy approach, by generating a large number of suitable initial views and
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Figure 1.10: The image presents a result of the automatic image-to-geometry registration: given the image
on the right, the proper projective transformation is computed by finding the best matching between the
input image and renderings of the mesh with vertices colored according to a combined normal vector and
accessibility shading factor [57].

checking which one best matches the input image. Then, this view is refined to find the optimal one, the fine
alignment, by an iterative process that slightly modifies the view over the 3D model, produces a rendering
and checks the similarity of the rendering with the input image. We demonstrate that some illuminationrelated geometric properties, such as surface normals, ambient occlusion and reflection directions can be
efficiently used for this purpose, improving the convergence speed of the search. After a comprehensive
analysis of such properties we proposed a way to combine these sources of information in order to improve
the performance of our automatic registration algorithm [57]. The proposed approach can robustly cover a
wide range of real cases and can be easily extended.

1.3.3

Mapping complex photographic detail on 3D models

Another issue concerning the high quality mapping of color information over a 3D model is how to manage
the very high resolution and redundant color sampling. Just using plain standard or prosumer digital cameras
one can easily obtain a very high resolution color sampling. Currently, the resolution of prosumer digital
cameras allows to obtain a sampling that is an order of magnitude higher than the one of triangulation-based
scanning devices; therefore, we might have at least 10 color/reflectance samples falling in the vicinity of each
geometric sampled point. A medium size object (e.g., a statue) can be easily sampled with 50-100 images
leading to hundred (or even thousand) of million pixels. The need to manage such texturing resolutions
in real time opens several issues concerning the selection of the best texture mapping representation, how
to extend multiresolution representation to hold both geometry and texture data, and the impact on the
rendering speed. Beside the issues concerning the size of the raw data, the problem of mapping complex
photographic detail on 3D models raises at least two main problems:
• Efficient storing of color. The possible higher density of the color data with respect to geometric data
can make unsuitable direct approaches that store the color information over the primitives of the mesh
(e.g., color-per-vertex). Texture mapping techniques would be more appropriate, but scanned meshes
are usually highly complex and topologically unclean and these conditions make difficult the task of
building a good texture parameterization.
• Coherently mixing the photographic information. Creating a high quality texture content is a critical
step. Merging all the photos by a resampling process is a valid option, but it should not decrease the
quality of the color information (e.g., resampling from multiple images often introduces blurring and
ghost effects).
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Figure 1.11: Some examples of the flash characterization obtained on three different cameras. The images
show plots of an orizontal plane (top) and a vertical plane (bottom) intersecting the working camera space,
for a Nikon reflex camera(Left), a Canon reflex camera (Center) and a compact Casio camera (Right).
Texture parameterization
For the specific task of building a mesh parameterization (taking in input the 3D mesh and the mapped
photos) one approach could be to determine, given a set of images, an optimal partition of the mesh such
that each surface patch could be mapped with (a portion of) one single input image. This approach has been
used in a number of early papers (see for example [58, 59]). The main disadvantage is that the number of
pieces in which the mesh is partitioned grows up rapidly with the number of involved photos [48].
Another possibility is to adopt classical mesh parameterization techniques that are able to build a good
quality parameterization of the mesh over a texture space. Then, we can resample a texture from the input
set of images, at the proper resolution required by the specific application. These approaches (see [60] for
a survey on this subject) have often the drawback that, to avoid great distortion in the parameterization, the
result is composed by many small texture pieces whose discontinuities can give rise to many visualization
issues. A different approach has been recently proposed [61] that tries to overcome these limitations by
computing the resulting parameterization in a continuous abstract texture domain that has the same topology
of the input mesh and presents no discontinuity.
Resampling color data
Given a 3D model and the cameras associated to each input photo, we need a robust algorithm for color
resampling from several input photographs, which can produce in output a coherently mixed blending of
all the input images either as a texture map or as resampled per-vertex colors. A multi-variate blending
approach has been recently proposed [62]. This blending framework allows: to use many different heuristics
to characterize the image content (pixel by pixel) in terms of intrinsic quality of each sample; to produce,
for each vertex on the surface or pixel on the output texture space, an optimal weighted average of all the
available pixel samples which maps on the requested geometric location/parcel.

1.3.4

Advanced color data acquisition: sampling surface reflection properties

Obviously, we envision future systems able to encode not only the reflected radiation (apparent color), but
able to sample the reflection properties of the surface. The goal is to move from apparent color acquisition
towards BRDF sampling or at least the acquisition of approximations of the surface BRDF. To make those
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Figure 1.12: An example of highlights detection. Upper row: an input flash image and the same image after
detection of highlights (blue is the highlight border, cyan is the internal highlight region). Lower row: two
detail views, where highlights candidates selected by taking into account just geometric criteria (surface
normals) are rendered in green and the ones more robustly detected are rendered in cyan.
solutions practical we need to improve current methods in terms of easy of operation, reduced dependency
from highly controlled lighting environment, and reduced processing complexity.
An approximate approach has been recently proposed, with the aim of adopting a very easy to deploy
lighting setup that should allow to remove lighting artifacts from the acquired photos. Flash light is a very
easy way to illuminate an object or an environment, but it is rarely considered in most of the Computer
Graphics and Computer Vision literature concerning color acquisition. This is due to the big amount of
artifacts introduced by this specific light source, and to the difficulty in modeling its behavior in space.
A simple method to use flash light in the context of color acquisition and mapping on digital 3D models
has been recently proposed [63], based on a technique that allows to characterize the emission in the 3D
space of the flash light (see Figure 1.11). The calibration process allows to acquire accurate information
on how the light produced by a given flash is distributed in the 3D space sampled by the camera and how
the color values sampled in that region are modified by the flash light. Moreover, given a calibrated flash
and the extrinsic parameters for each single photo (location and direction of view of the camera), we are
able to accurately estimate the flash position with respect to the framed object. We are thus able to apply
automatic methods to detect and remove artifacts (specular highlights and shadows, see figures 1.12 and
1.13) from a set of images which are registered to a 3D model. These methods are integrated in the context
of a color mapping framework and allow to obtain improved colored 3D models. These results fit very
well the context of Cultural Heritage, where the acquisition of color has often to be performed on site, with
very light constraints on the lighting setup. This approach can be considered as a first results to fill the gap
between gathering just basic reflected color vs. complex BRDF acquisition methods.
Other promising approaches support sophisticated sampling of the reflection properties by adopting
image-based rendering approaches: instead of producing accurate 3D encoding with poor-quality surface
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Figure 1.13: An example of shadows detection: left, the original image; right, the shadow detection map.
reflection data, we could aim at acquiring and using the classical 2D media, but enhanced with sophisticated
reflection encoding. We have a spectrum of possibilities, from the one-view and multiple-lighting approach
of Polynomial Texture Maps (PTM) [64], to the more demanding multi-view approach granted by Light
Field rendering [65]. In all these cases (see [66] for an overview), we get rid off the 3D model and adopt
approaches which sample the artifact with a multitude of images. To produce any view requested at visualization time we process/interpolate the knowledge granted by the sampled image set. In most cases, this
implies a huge quantity of image data to be acquired (thus long acquisition times are usually needed), stored
and accessed in real time, for example making web-based visualization not easy.

1.4

MeshLab: an Open Source Tool for Processing 3D Scanned Data

As we have described in previous sections, processing 3D sampled data is not an easy task. We need several
algorithms and the pipeline is neither fixed nor easy to be managed, particularly in the case the operator
should not be an ICT expert. Even if a number of commercial solutions target the market of processing 3D
sampled data, we found that the community is also searching for complete software solutions, possibly much
cheaper than current SW tools. The introduction of new 3D scanners sold at the cost of a good digital camera
makes the request of cheap SW solutions even more pressing. Moreover, most of the commercial packages
in this field targets the reverse engineering application domain, that has different needs and priorities with
respect to the requirements of the CH domain, so there is a demand for a set of tools that are more tailored
to the processing of sampled 3D historical artifacts.
This objective was at the base of ISTI-CNR effort in designing and implementing MeshLab as an open
source and extendable mesh processing tool [19, 41] . MeshLab was designed as a general 3D mesh processing system tool with the following primary objectives in mind:
• Mesh processing oriented. The system should try to stay focused on mesh processing tasks instead of
aspiring to contribute to mesh editing and mesh design, where a number of fierce competitors already
crowd the software arena (notably Blender, 3D Max, Maya, and many others).
• Ease of use. The tool should be designed so that users without high 3D modeling skills could use it
(at least for the most basic functionalities).
• Deep of use. The tool should be designed so that advanced users can tweak and extend it by adding
functionality and or by modifying all the involved parameters.
• Efficiency. 3D scanning meshes easily reach several millions of primitives, so the tool should be able
to manage efficiently very large meshes.
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Figure 1.14: Snapshots of MeshLab in action: the mesh under processing is interactively displayed and the
user can work on it by mean of a large set of unattended parametric filters, or by mean of interactive tools,
like the one shown in the image on the left, where the user is smoothing out some features of the object with
some simple mouse strokes; on the right we show a range maps alignment session.
As a result, MeshLab presents itself as an intuitive mesh viewer application, where digital 3D models,
stored in a variety of formats, can be loaded and interactively inspected in a easy way, by simply dragging
and clicking on the mesh itself. MeshLab supports a ever growing variety of 3D formats (all the most
common formats are supported) to accommodate the broadest set of users. Once loaded a mesh, the user
can work on it by mean of a large set of direct parametric filters, that performs unattended automatic task
like surface reconstruction, smoothing, re-meshing or simplification, or by mean of interactive tools (for
example, range maps registration).
The system has proved a success over any initial prediction. MeshLab is usually downloaded more than
6000 − 8000 times every month; MeshLab’s user community is thousands of users from all the world. Users
come from hundred of universities and renowned commercial companies that have found MeshLab useful
in many different contexts, widening the the original CH domain we were focusing to.
One of the interesting characteristic of MeshLab is the presence of all the basic resources for processing
3D scanning data. MeshLab already provides tools for: cleaning sampled range maps, performing range
maps alignment, merging/reconstruction, simplification, transferral of color information from range maps to
meshes, measuring differences between objects and providing texture parameterization algorithms. MeshLab is an evolving system, being one of the technologies under further development in the framework of the
EC IP ”3D-COFORM” project (2009-2012) [21]. Some of the color management algorithms described in
the previous section are among the new functionalities that we are including in MeshLab.

1.5

Efficient Visualization and Management of Sampled 3D Data

Some issues arise from the very dense sampling resolution granted by modern scanning devices. Being able
to sample in the order of ten points per squared millimeter or more (in the case of triangulation-based systems) is of paramount value in many applications which need a very accurate and dense digital description.
On the other hand, this information is not easy to process, render and transfer. Therefore, excessive data
density becomes a problem for many applications. In effect, the availability of 3D scanned data was a driving force for intense research on more efficient geometric data management and rendering solutions. Some
issues arising from the impressive increase in data complexity (and richness) provided by the evolution of
3D scanning technology are as follows: how to manage/visualize those data on commodity computers; how
to improve the ease of use of the visualization tools (as potential users are often not expert with interactive
graphics); finally, due to the accuracy of the 3D medium, we can think to use it as the main representation
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media, able both to represent an artifact but also to integrate other multimedia information.

1.5.1

Simplification and multiresolution management of huge models

Data complexity can be managed by adopting a data simplification approach, reducing the data resolution
at the expenses of a (controlled) loss of geometric accuracy. Many solutions have been proposed for the
accurate simplification of 3D triangulated surfaces, usually based on the iterative elimination of selected
vertices or faces, driven by an error-minimization cost function. This approach allows the construction of
any level of resolution we need, usually with a rather expensive computation (from a few seconds to a few
hours, depending on the solution used and the complexity of the initial surface) which has to be executed
only once. Simplification is very handy to produce models which fit the specific application requirements
(e.g., a simple small model for a web presentation which should be downloadable in a given short time, or a
model to be used for an accurate rapid reproduction by a specific 3D printer).
Another approach is the so-called multiresolution encoding, (i.e., storing not just the final simplified
model but all the intermediate results reached during the iterative simplification). All these intermediate
results have to be encoded in an efficient data structure (the specific multiresolution representation scheme)
that should allow the interactive application to extract different resolutions on the fly, supporting data feeding
rates to the GPU compatible with real time applications (visualization is an example of those). A viewdependent variable resolution representation can be produced for each frame from these schemes, according
to the current view specification (e.g., higher resolution for the portions in foreground, progressively lower
resolution for data in the background) and the requested visualization accuracy.
Recent research on multiresolution schemes has produced a number of solutions based on higher granularity than previous methods (i.e., instead of focusing on single triangles, patches of triangles become the
elementary entity). These solutions allow to manage huge 3D scanned models at interactive frame rate on
consumer PC’s [67, 68]. Virtual Inspector [56] is an example of a visualization system which adopt this
approach to support inspection of large complex 3D models in real time (see Figure 1.9).
After around fifteen years of intense research on simplification and multiresolution technologies, we can
nowadays consider those technologies sufficiently mature. But there is still some lack of information in the
3D scanning community (at the application level) on the potential of those methods. One of the more common negative concern raised by practitioners against 3D scanning is the size of the models obtained, which
according to this common believe makes them unusable in real applications. This is not true, since the availability of simplification and multiresolution technologies can successfully cope with the data complexity of
3D scanned data. In this context, multiresolution encoding is of paramount value, supporting transparent
real-time selection of the level of accuracy and producing at interactive rates a data density that best fit the
current application requirements.

1.5.2

Mesh-based vs. point-based encoding and rendering

We have presented briefly the triangle-based simplification and multiresolution methodologies (i.e., data
optimization/encoding strategies based on geometric processing applied to a triangle meshes). Point-based
representations have also been used a lot in the 3D scanning domain, especially to present data acquired with
TOF scanning devices. It is important to distinguish between naive point-based and the more sophisticated
point-based representation and rendering approaches available. With the term naive point-based we mean
the use of simple 3D points to render sampled data. This is the usual approach of many scanning devices,
which usually render the samples as colored points, using the color channel to map the perceived reflectivity
of the sampled surface or the estimated accuracy of the sample.
Naive point rendering is very easy to implement, but it is also a major responsible of the very poor
acceptance of 3D scanning in several applicative domains. Just splatting points on the screen gives very
poor images, where it is not easy at all to understand the relations between different elements, perception
of depth is lacking, it is very hard to spot errors or inaccuracies of the data (see Figure 1.15). This does not
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Figure 1.15: An example of two different visualization modes: on the left we render just the sampled
points, on the right we present a rendering where shading of the surface element plays an important role for
an improved insight over the details of the represented architecture (from a scanned model of the Cathedral
of Pisa, Italy).
mean that point-based rendering is a wrong solution, but that choosing a naive implementation can be a very
bad decision.
First, we should remember that even if we endorse a point-based approach, all the processing phases
presented in Section 1.2 are valid and have to be performed in an accurate and correct way. The several
point clouds (or range maps) acquired have to be aligned precisely one to the other and globally (please note
that the alignment results can be checked and assessed only when we have the possibility to render the points
as a surface, adding shading). A merging phase should be applied even if we want to endorse a point-based
representation: it is not sufficient to simply join the several point clouds in a bigger set, because sampled
data are redundant and contain noise; we have already seen that a merging phase (performing an intelligent
interpolation among sampled data) can improve the data and reduce unnecessary redundancy. Moreover, we
need to adopt multiresolution to make large dataset tractable (as an example, the Pisa Dome shown in Figure
1.15 is around 200 M samples after merging).
Once established that we have to process the dataset even when a point-based approach is endorsed, let
us focus on visualization constrains. Even when we use points, we should be able to render color (this is
very easy, since we can assign a single color to each point) but also to render the surface slope associated to
each point. This means that the representation should store a normal vector for each sample, and this vector
has to be computed by integrating a small region around the given sample.
Many different advanced point-based representations and rendering methodologies have been presented
in the last few years. Presenting an overview of the extensive research results on point based graphics is well
beyond the focus of this chapter; this specific domain is the topic of a series of successful symposia, the EG
Point Based Graphics series; interested readers can consult those symposia proceedings or a recent tutorial
on point-based techniques [69]. Point-based representation as well can be managed in an efficient manner by
endorsing simplification or multiresolution methods. The latter are usually based on hierarchical structures
that allow to encode the dataset at different levels of detail and to extract view-dependent representation
very easily in real time [70, 71, 72].

1.5.3

Usability of Virtual Heritage worlds

Easy of use of visual CH tools oriented to ordinary people (that are still not very competent with 3D graphics
and computer games, especially if not part of the young generation) is an important factor for their success.
One of the most complicated actions to perform nowadays with 3D tools is to drive navigation in the virtual
space, especially when we have a clear objective (e.g.,, I want to reach a specific location in the scene and
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see my focus of interest form a specific view). Therefore, free navigation should be requested only in those
cases where this action really adds something to the learning experience. The risk is to have the visitor
loosing orientation (e.g., discovering himself lost in void space, maybe just because he turned his back to
the scene and is erroneously looking at the sky), loosing faith to be able to drive the inspection or navigation
session and quitting the system.
Other important characteristics of a visualization system are its flexibility, completeness and configurability. To fulfill this objective developers could be induced to design complicated systems characterized by
a very complete set of functionalities and involute user interfaces (for an example, consider the commercial
3D modeling systems). Conversely, while designing our Virtual Inspector tool [56] as a system oriented to
non-expert users (e.g., museum visitors), our approach was to define a restricted set of functionalities and to
provide the tool with an easy installation interface for the selection of the subset of these functionalities that
the designer of the specific installation want to endorse (e.g., to build up a new museum kiosk).
Another important factor of success is nowadays web availability of those resources, to allow a much
wider community of users to experiment, navigate and enjoy the reconstructed scenes. Implementing a
Virtual Heritage reconstruction to make it deployable on the web introduces a number of design constrains,
but the technology is going to be nearly mature to support that type of distribution channel.

1.5.4

Not just 3D data: adding other knowledge

Visualization tools usually focuses on just the visual presentation of the shape characteristics of the artifact.
This is not enough if we want to provide a comprehensive presentation of the global knowledge available
on the artifact. On the other hand, the 3D shape can become some sort of visual 3D map which allows us to
integrate, link and present all the available information in an intuitive and visually pleasing way. The goal
is therefore to transform standard 3D browsers into tools able to connect the shape (or region of the latter)
with all the available multimedia (MM) data that is linked with the artifact. This opens the wider topic on
how to support and implement data annotation on 3D models.
Hot spots can be a very handy resource to associate multimedia data to any point or region of a 3D
model. This allows to design interactive presentations where the 3D model becomes a natural visual index
to historical/artistic information, for example presented using standard HTML format and browsers. But
hot spots are only a first step, which implements a point-wise association metaphor. We should devise more
flexible and powerful instruments to associate information to 3D meshes (e.g.,, supporting links between
sub-regions of the surface to any possible MM document). Therefore, tools should provide easy to use
features for the segmentation of the shape model in components. Segmentation can be driven by pure shapeoriented criteria (usually, working on surface curvature is one of the most diffuse approach) but it should
also include the user in the loop, by giving him the lead in driving the segmentation process according to
the metadata that characterize the specific artifact and the message he wants to convey with the specific
segmentation.
Data presentation of a multitude of information tokens can become an issue (many different types of
point-wise links, associated to different types of information; several different segmentations available for
the same object, each one focusing on a different interpretation or context). Intellingent approaches to data
hiding and visualization will have to be endorsed also in this type of applications, as it has already been
the case of other scientific visualization or data analytics contexts. Moreover, visualization instruments
should be extended to provide tools supporting the easy integration and update of the data associated to
the 3D digital model, supporting a democratic and cooperative approach such as the one at the base of the
Wikipedia effort.

1.5.5

Presenting 3D data on the web

In the modern word, we cannot avoid to consider the issues related to the web-based access and distribution
of 3D data. The peculiar aspect of scanned data with respect to other 3D models is the average size of the
models. To make these data usable on the web we should either deploy efficient geometric compression
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technology [73], or to adopt remote rendering approaches [74]. A web-based application which could boost
considerably the usage of 3D scanning is GoogleEarth (or the similar systems), since those applications
could allow very nice opportunities for announcing on the web the availability of 3D models, showing to the
users their availability while navigating the geographical space. Another very promising platform are the
WebGL specifications for the inclusion of 3D graphics among the data directly managed by common web
browsers [75]. The new generation of web browsers (now in beta version) will therefore support natively
digital 3D content, without the need to install specific plug-ins. Some examples of how 3D content could be
represented and processed using WebGL are presented on [76]

1.6

3D Digitization: How to Improve Current Procedures and Make It More
Practical and Successful

While 3D scanning hardware and software technologies have considerably evolved in the last years and
their use in the Cultural Heritage field has gained consent and acceptance, these technologies are far from
being easy to use and error-free. Many problems can arise during a scanning campaign; most of these issues
are related to various deficiencies in the technologies and the improper background/skills of the operators.
Some of these problems have already been briefly mentioned through the chapter; we discuss them in detail
in this section.

1.6.1

Technology - Limitations perceived by practitioners

First of all, 3D scanning technologies are not able to capture many kind of materials that may occur in the
CH field: transparent or semi-transparent surfaces (like glass, jewels and some stones); mirroring, polished
and very shiny objects (like metals); fluff and fuzzy substances like feathers, furs or some tissues. All those
materials are quite difficult to sample with the current off-the-shelf optical technologies. For some of the
previous cases, experimental research projects have shown the feasibility of technological solutions that
overcome these limitations (in some cases, by adopting enhanced 2D image media, rather than a pure 3D
encoding); in several cases, their practical applicability to real projects has still to be assessed.
The working space of the devices is another issue. The CH domain is a very good example of an
application where the objects of interest can span the entire interval: from tiny objects (few millimeters) to
an entire building or even an archaeological site or a city. With such a wide domain, an important feature of a
scanning device would be the flexibility of the working space supported. Conversely, the devices often offer
just a very restricted working space (or require a time-consuming calibration to select a slightly different
working range). This forces to select different devices for the different acquisition contexts, increasing
the technical skills required to master technology and the overall cost. In this sense, current acquisition
methodologies based on pure images (multi stereo matching and similar approaches) present a big advantage
with respect to the classical scanning devices, due to the much wider working space of digital cameras
(changing focal lenses is much easier than switching to a different scanning device).
Moreover, as already noted before, most of current scanning technologies focus only on shape, ignoring
the issues related to the acquisition of the optical appearance of the scanned surface. Even when the adopted
technologies are able to capture the “color” (for example by mapping photos over the surface), in almost all
the cases this leads only to the acquisition of the apparent reflected color, without considering the reflectance
properties of the surface (e.g., its shininess). The acquisition of a correct representation of the reflectance
properties of a surface together with its 3D shape is still the domain of research experiments and it is not an
off-the-shelf technology.
Another sensible issue of 3D Scanning is the cost of the hardware equipment: usually it is very high and
it can become prohibitive for many low-budgeted cultural heritage institutions. On the other hand, the field
is enlarging and very cheap solutions are appearing on the market.
On the positive side we have to note that the research in this field is very active, so we can easily
hope that in the next future the capabilities of 3D scanning hardware will improve gradually covering the
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shortcomings listed above.

1.6.2

Misuse of technology

The people involved in a scanning campaign can be roughly partitioned in two sets: technical staff, who actually perform the scanning task with a not-so-strong CH background and sensibility; CH operators/experts,
who knows very well the specific field and the digitization objectives, but often lacks a deep knowledge of
the technological details. Obviously there are some notable exceptions, typically in most of the successful
3D scanning projects run so far. But, especially if the field will increase in terms of number of devices sold
and application testbeds run, the situation will turn more and more towards the case of users with a limited
technological background. Designers of software tools should keep this in mind while designing the tools.
Selecting the wrong device
As we have sketched in the previous sections, there are many possible technologies available, each one
with its own pros and cons. We should underline that scanning system producers are usually very poor in
illustrating the conditions which make a given device not fit for the planned task. External constraints (like
for example the availability of a given device or of consolidated esperience with a specific technology) might
affect the choice of the preferred hardware leading to the selection of a non-optimal device.
Wrong data post-processing
The wish of providing clean and nice results to purchaser of a scanning service often causes the undocumented (and often not required) editing of the acquired data. 3D scanning technologies are often unable to
completely recover the whole surface, leaving holes and un-sampled regions in the final model. Smoothing
can reduce the sampling noise in the final model, but it can also cancel important high-frequency details (e.g.,
traces of deterioration of the surface, traces of the tools used to produce the artwork). Any editing action
over the originally acquired data should be documented in the most evident way in order to make it possible
to distinguish between ground truth sampled data and the parts that have been added or heavily edited by
the subsequent geometric processing phases. Excessive data smoothing or inaccurate simplification are clear
examples of actions which could destroy data accuracy and trustability.

1.6.3

Better management of 3D data

On the other hand, lack or incomplete technical knowledge on 3D scanning can cause various inconvenience
in the overall process of creating trusted digital reproduction of works of art.
Evaluating and assessing data quality
Being able to evaluate in a objective way the final quality of a 3D scanned model is a basic resource for
a wide adoption of this technology. Conversely to a more traditional media such as photography, where
established protocols and procedures exists and the quality can be determined by an analysis of the (digital)
photo and its provenance data, quality assessment of the final digital 3D model is much more complex.
Quality depends on a large number of factors: scanning HW characteristics, modality of use of the scanning
device, pipeline and parameters of the SW post-processing which transforms the raw data in the final 3D
model. Therefore the whole pipeline, including HW and SW used to produce the digital object, has to be
considered while assessing the quality of the digital model. Provenance data are therefore more complex
than the ones characterizing the 2D media (photographs). While common practices for the use of general
3D visualization in the research and communication of Cultural Heritage have been already discussed in
the London Charter [77], there is still an absence of clear protocols for the management of 3D scanning
technologies and data. Some attempts should be done to define the concept of provenance data for 3D
models, in a sufficiently general and standardized way. This is one of the major focus of the EC research
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initiative IST IP ”3D-COFORM” [21]. 3D-COFORM technlogies are steered towards a comprehensive
management of provenance data, by providing integrated management at the level of both the modeling
tools and the repository for 3D assets and metadata [78].
The availability of free and standard tools supporting the quality assessment (ideally, by considering
both geometry and reflectance data) would be of paramount value, especially for the usually not-technical
people who order a scanning campaign. This is an area that desperately needs research and practical results
made available to the community. Even a well informed consumer at this point does not have the tools and
standards available to make a purchasing decision and a good assessment of the results that are produced by
a (usually expensive) project commissioned to an external service company.
Preserving the data for the future
An interesting point of discussion is which could be the most fruitful use of the acquired data; a given artifact
can be scanned now for a specific application, but once we have the digital model we can envision many
different applications of the same 3D model in the future. Therefore, the results of scanning efforts should
be made available for future uses, even by different entities. This can be also a way to recover from the cost
of the digitization: CH institutions should develop policies to play a role in the market of digital 3D content,
finding on the market the financial resources to perform 3D digitization.
Another consideration, that is often neglected, is the long term preservation of these data. While for traditional media, like written material, photography, and films, the issues about the preservation, classification
and future access to the acquired data is a rather well studied subject, there are no established practices for
the preservation of digital 3D content. Without going into details, let us just mention here the issues related
to the format of the delivered 3D data: often the results of a 3D scanning campaign are delivered only as files
encoded in a closed format, accessible only trough proprietary software whose longevity is not guaranteed
at all. We are seriously risking that the data produced in several important initiatives are buried in a hidden
format without the possibility of being utilized in the near future.

1.7

Conclusions

The chapter presented the software technologies available for processing and visualization of sampled 3D
data. Due to the vast amount of material published in the current literature on this subject, we were forced
to present here just a selection of the approaches proposed. Therefore, the bibliography cites only a very
small subest of the available literature (otherwise the extent of the bibliography could have easily become
excessively long). One of the focus of the presentation has been to give more emphasis to the open problems
or to subjects which are currently under study, rather than presenting in details the algorithms mentioned.
Therefore, the current chapter should be read by consulting also the papers cited in literature, according
to the interests of the reader. Some of those papers are very good resources for gathering a state of the
art of the specific problem and to get a more complete list of citations to the other works in the selected
sub-domain. Finally, as usually happens with review papers on a subject where the authors have dedicated
time and efforts, we have probably given an emphasis on our own results and papers; we apologize with the
reader for that but, as we explicitly mentioned in the text, some results are presented as a representative of
several other research efforts which produced comparable outputs.
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